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Details of Visit:

Author: gwiloed
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 30 October 2006 1200
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Garden of Eden Birmingham
Website: http://www.goemassageparlour.co.uk
Phone: 01217066010

The Premises:

The Garden of Eden is on the main Coventry Road. There parking in the side roads behind or for
short periods in front of this establishment. The recptionist was very welcoming and made me a cup
of coffee. There are usually 3 or 4 girls to choose from. The best room is the VIP with en-suite
showers.. The other rooms are OK and there is a shower in the corridor.

The Lady:

Katie is a very attractive 22 year old with long dark hair and brown eyes. Her natural boobs are very
touchable. Her body is well proportioned. Her profuse bush is she has neatly trimmed and she does
not shave her pussy. The overall effect is very sexy.

The Story:

I asked for Katie because I had such a good time on a previous occasion. She started with a very
tactile massage then gave me a very pleasurable covered BJ. Then she went on top cowgirl style all
the time watching me with her dark eyes and adjusting her movements to give me maximum
pleasure. Her boobs have a nice motion when she rocks back and forth, but I did the decent thing
and cradled them in my hands - bliss. Katie then lay on her back with me on top. She then gave me
a real GFE cuddle with her body moulded against mine while we discussed what to do next. She
fetched her strapon dildo from her bag while I booked the second hour. She carefully inserted the
dildo and gradually increased the tempo. I know I enjoyed it and she seemed to be having a good
time as well. Katie is certainly a girl with hidden depths and is very sensual. It is worth taking the
time to explore what she has to offer.
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